
   
 

   
 

  
 

The 4 Pillars Assignment 



   
 

   
 

 

Digital CHARACTER IN ACTION (CIA) 
The goal of this assignment is for you to reflect on being a positive digital citizen while considering one of the four pillars 

that guide us at Terry Fox: 

• Kindness/Compassion 

• Integrity 

• Leadership 



   
 

   
 

• Perseverance 

 

 

Task 2: Demonstrate your understanding of “Be Like Terry”  
 

Create an infographic or small poster showcasing your uniquely designed logo that PROMOTES one of the Character in 

Action pillars.  

 

 

 

 

Your goal is to communicate to students: How to ‘Be Like Terry’ in a Digital World 

• Design and create a unique logo for your chosen pillar (draw by hand or use a digital app of your choice to 

create) 

• Describe the digital pillar you are promoting 
• The Pillar I chose to design is Kindness. I used the color pink because to me, light colors such as pink represent a 

kind virtue. With a soft energy emitting through the tedious color, it gives me a sense of contentment and 

tranquil nature. Hands were put on this logo/poster to show giving, giving stuff to those who need it. Being fair 

and helpful to people who need a helping hand. There's a hand giving, creating an understanding to give to 

others. A hand holding another showing unity, and agreement. Listening to both sides, both perspectives. And 

helping all even if it doesn’t suit ur views. All a lot of things fall into the lines of kindness, it's a simple logo for an 

eccentric and special meaning. This logo is solely a metaphor. 

• Connect and explain how you or someone you admire online has 

applied this pillar to their digital life. 
• My sister is an astonishing individual, the kindness she truly is. I admire her for her courage and passion to help, 

and listen to others. Not just listen but to understand, and recognize when she has her faults. Whenever her 

friends or just about anyone posts a picture online, she immediately comments with kind gestures. With 

remarks such as “Wow! You’re gorgeous,” “I love your outfits.” And so on and so forth. If someone is struggling 

online she will go out of her way to comfort them, and to listen to what is hurting them. 

• Explain why this pillar is important to you in creating a positive 

online reputation 
• Kindness is an obvious and imperative attitude you absolutely need, especially on social media. Kindness should 

be filled under peoples comments and direct messages, hate shouldn’t be a subject online. When people show 

they care it makes others see them as a beautiful individual, and that way you can meet many new nice people. 

Create friendships and help those who are falling into a pit of loneliness, and in need of kindness. If kindness 

was brought to social media, everything would change for the better. Social media wouldn’t be seen as a toxic 

environment but something to go to when you're feeling confused or unhappy thoughts. 

  

When you finish Task 2:  



   
 

   
 

To achieve a 4/4 you need to place your work on your website and share the link in Teams: 

1. Embed your work on your WordPress website on the CHARACTER IN ACTION page 

2. Instructions for embedding your work to your website are below. 

3. Once your page is ready to be graded, copy the link to your Character In Action page and add it to the 

assignment in Teams. 

4. “Turn in” this link on Teams (thru Assignments). 

 

 

 

Assessment Rubric: 

1 – Emerging 2 – Developing 3 - Proficient 4 – Extending 
Demonstrates an 
understanding of a 
digital pillar. 
 

Able to connect the digital 
pillar to achieving a healthy 
and positive digital 
environment. 
 

Expresses personal views and 
perspectives as a positive digital 
citizen. 
 
Aware of how a positive online 
reputation can be an asset that 
should be developed and managed 
effectively to support aspirations. 

 

Assignment is proficient and 
is effectively and creatively 
displayed on student 
website. 
 

 

 


